IP Address
IP Add
71.193.126.75
184.174.129.204

7

4

104.192.69.239

68.42.6.247

End Date
5/20/18 14:35

5/20/18 19:46

3

5/20/18 13:55

5/20/18 17:20

End

Start Date
5/20/18 19:31

Start

Collector ID

5/20/18 17:14

Do not know

5/20/18 14:25

8

5/20/18 13:51

Choir room

173575994

8

173575994

173575994

Coll ID

Respondent ID

173575994

Surv #

6883152003

Open-Ended
Open-Ended Response
Response
Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

6883047952

2

On a scale
from 1-10, with
1 being worst
On a scale
and 10 being
from 1 -10 with
best, how
1 being worst
would you rate W hat one improvement and 10 being
to
our
facilities
could
we
our facilities?
best, how well
make that you think
buildings?
do you believe
would
have
the
most
ministry
our Facilities
impact on helping us
environments?
meet our
furnishings?
achieve our mission at Worhip Service
OUMC?
Needs?

6883034053

1

6883103174

Resp #

Survey Number
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9

two more classrooms
choir room refurbish
kitchen new santctuary
pews (reupolstered
painting where needed

Open-Ended
Response
W orship
Service
Space

On a scale
from 1 -10 with
1 being worst
and 10 being
best, how well
do you believe
our Facilities
meet our
Sunday School
and
Educational
Program
Needs?

On a scale
from 1 -10 with
1 being worst
and 10 being
best, how well
do you believe
our Facilities
meet our
Children's and
Youth Ministry
Needs?

Open-Ended
Response

Open-Ended
Response

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

With trends and projections
With our Mission, Vision,
for the area surrounding
Relative to other areas of your
Core Values, and Strategic
OUMC being for 8-10%
involvement at OUMC – what
Vision in mind, what
growth in the next 5 years, would you like to see done with
improvements, or areas for
what facilities related
our facilities to make that better
improvement, do you see
improvements should be
for you and to help us pursue
that you believe will help us made to accommodate that
our mission of making
better pursue those goals?
growth?
disciples?
Open-Ended Response

Open-Ended Response

Open-Ended Response

Open-Ended Response

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Areas other than W orhsip?

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

choir room, monitors,
Sunday school room reevaluation, utilize
outdoor space
between hall and
Sunday school rooms?
sanctuary as in
additional
room/rooms if
possible or other use

If we grow, additional
room to grow or
reevaluate how current
facilities are used and if
that can be improved

Choir room &
equipment needed,
additional rooms for
Sunday Schooll as
needed, maybe
additional parking if
needed Keep
furniture updated as
needed such as some
issue with pews in
sanctuary

Larger rooms for classes

Nothing comes to
mind

8

9

10

8

8

Parking

build an addition with
at least two larger
classrooms storage
faciities and choir
pews in sanctuary need
room we do not need to be completely redone
new worships center
or sanctuary just
modify what we have

7

7

9

8

8
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What other thoughts would
you like to share on how we
could improve our facilities
here at OUMC?

Open-Ended Response

8

6

If money were no object,
what facilities related
improvements would you
like to see made to our
Facilities at OUMC?
Buildings and/or
furnishings/equipment.

refurbish sanctuary
refurbish kitchen
more storage space

1 OF 18

Its a very nice facility
and is maintained, but
like everything need to
keep nice and updated
as time goes on

addition with more ss
classrooms state of
the art choir facilities
redecorating both
sanctuary and worship
center completely
redo kitchen

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add
107.77.237.4
107.77.241.12
50.101.73.92

5/20/18 10:19
5/20/18 9:24
5/19/18 23:01

68.59.129.85 174.196.157.13

End
5/20/18 11:22

5/20/18 9:50
5/20/18 9:20
5/19/18 22:55

5/20/18 10:21

Start
5/20/18 11:18

173575994
173575994

9

173575994

5/20/18 9:52

Coll ID
173575994

Surv #

6882958003

8

6882937968

173575994

6882980636

7

6882780214

6

6882958597

5

Resp #
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Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

10

10

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

10

The facilities are good, no
additions needed.

10

10

10

10

8

8

7

7

8

?

9

10

8

More Sunday school room
with larger space

9
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4

5

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Areas other than W orhsip?

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

Allow members to rent at
reasonable cost church
If we see increased
facilities when not
attendance, expand to
otherwise in use, for
meet it
appropriate uses of
course

10

To update and reset our
current facilities - to
"modernize" them.
Qualitative vs quantitative
improvements.

6

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

I think we are good
Maybe add a
right now. Maybe add
landscaped courtyard
I can't think of anything
additional service
for meditation,
right now
times if it seems too
reflection, relaxation
crowded.

Develop a phased
facilities growth plan A more outward facing qualitative
posture - to orient our improvements now
efforts on engaging
with an eye to more
the community around quantitative
us.
improvements in 3-5
years. SS Classes need
more room for that.

?

College student
ministry

2 OF 18

?

Sunday school
classrooms and more
help for youth

We are blessed with
these nice facilities.
Many churches in
many areas are
struggling and don’t
have this
Maybe a youth or
family rec hall with
pool tables, karaoke
machine, stuff like
that. A shaded, maybe
I think I mentioned
lit during winter, track
most of my thoughts
or larger playground
in the other questions.
for older kids, outdoor
seating or
amphitheater for
outdoor sermons or
performances, pool

Improving our Audio
Visual capabilities in our
Sunday School classes.
Create better library,
meeting and study areas perhaps a place where a
large class could be
given, but with not just
seats auditorium style,
but work/study space.
Perhaps some of both.

A big new state of the
art worship center that
would put all we do
worship wise in one
building, a kitchen and
community center that
is state of the art, and
multi-media Sunday
School class rooms.

I would like to see a
qualitative orientation
to our next steps, with
an eye to growth in
the future. A 1-3-5-10
and 20 year plan.

?

?

?

More and larger
Sunday school rooms

Room for people to
meet as needed
because it is a very
busy church 7 days a
week

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add
98.68.174.249
99.122.24.179
173.247.2.69

23.251.76.229

End
5/19/18 21:26
5/19/18 20:22

13

5/19/18 11:16

5/19/18 13:36

Start
5/19/18 21:20
5/19/18 20:14

8

5/19/18 11:02

5/19/18 13:30

Coll ID
173575994
173575994

12

173575994

8

6882550665

11

173575994

Surv #

9

6882738675

Resp #

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

6882606294

10

6882756126

OUMC FACILITIES SURVEY 2018 - CHURCH WIDE

9

Additional education
space.

More classrooms with
better sound protection
from contemporary service

Larger “lobby” area outside
of sanctuary with
complementing
doorway/hallway leading
to the rest of the church.
After the 930 service, this
area is usually a bottleneck
of people trying to go
different directions.

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

9

5

6

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

Additional education
space.

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Education space.

10

6

6

8

7

7

More spaces designed More spaces designed
specifically for children specifically for children
and youth
and youth

9

Year-round children’s
programs. With the
end of the school year
comes the end of
children’s activities on
Wednesday nights. I
would like to see
some type of activities
offered on Wednesday
evenings, even if it is a
larger general class
versus the numerous
classes that are
offered during the
school year that are
broken down by
school grade group

9
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9

Areas other than W orhsip?

Same

Other Thoughts

Same

meeting room larger
than current
classrooms but smaller
than current worship
more interactive music rooms, to hold 60 to
programs for young
75 people maybe, for
people
community
workshops, small
worship groups. might
open a new concept of
ministry

music facilities

3 OF 18

If money were no object?

Better and more
Sunday school class
rooms

I firmly believe that
young families are the
success to growing
churches. When my
children were preschool
aged, we had to look to
communities outside of
Ooltewah in order to find
a five day a week
preschool program. I
believe the OUMC would
do the community a huge
service by offering a five
day a week preschool
program

Pointing back to my
previous statement about
young families with
children being the best
avenue for growth within
the church, I would like to
see OUMC have an
indoor play structure that
could be utilized by the
church, a 5 day a week
preschool program, and a
potential revenue stream
as a venue for hosting
kids birthday parties.
https://m.facebook.com/m
edia/set/?set=a.37800372
2231785.92403.1984771
46851111&type=3

A fresh coat of paint
would make an
immediate
improvement on the
appearance of the
Church. Also, as a
parent of young
children, I would like
to see some better
control of the
children’s hallway, as
multiple open hallways
make it easier for
children to wonder
away.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add
66.18.52.184

5/18/18 14:35

174.195.148.89

Rework how current space
is usd

17

5/18/18 12:57

68.54.65.112

152.85.8.38

End
5/18/18 18:25

5/18/18 14:28

5/18/18 15:25

Start
5/18/18 18:22

16

5/18/18 12:50

Contemporary service
music is much too loud.
The decimeter readings are
in the danger zone.

173575994

9

Better space management
in the narthex area

173575994

5/18/18 15:15

Coll ID
173575994

6

6882052489

173575994

Surv #

Resp #

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

6881957404

15

6882097925

14

6882221525
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Is this survey the
beginnings of a building
program?

8

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

8

10

7

9
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8

10

10

5

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

10

3

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

More room for existing
groups. Choir needs a
place to hang robes

8

7

Areas other than W orhsip?

Big Fish summer camp
was a valuable tool for
reaching the general
public & highlighted
our church & mission.
Add other community
events to draw in the
general public.
Ballroom or other
dancing in the gym is
also low maintenance
& could generate
neede funds to pay
down debt.

Adherence to a good
preventative
maintenance program
and upgrading the
furnishings. Continue
Refer to #6 answer
to offer multiple
services; possibly offer
both service types at
the same time
(different pastors).

Population of
Ooltewah will continue
to grow. Resist the
urge to build as we will
become a much
younger community
Answer on previous
not older community. question
Harder to grow base
as health and generics
will decrease the
Senior citizens
population

Electronic sign facing Imore space
75

4 OF 18

Better playground
equipment & worship NA
center sound system.

Develop resources for
Increase usage of large
youth that meet current
sanctuary space
youth needs

Senior parking spaces.

I believe all of this is
for a building program.
More sport activities
I urge the church to
for youth and children
raise money before
breaking ground.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add
174.196.128.56
68.54.64.254
66.85.229.137
108.174.111.166

End
5/18/18 10:17
5/18/18 9:37
5/17/18 19:51
5/17/18 11:38

Coll ID

Start
5/18/18 10:07
5/18/18 9:29
5/17/18 19:41
5/17/18 11:01

6881781257

173575994
173575994
173575994
173575994

21

6881738844

Surv #

20

6881286082

19

6880817328

18

Resp #
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Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

8

Space for music programs

8

9

8

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

8

9

Improve on the safety
during services.

We need more room for
Sunday School class rooms.
Right now we have a
Sunday School class stuck
about every place that you
can put one. Some of the
classes are out growing the
room that they use. I here
from the church staff that
storage room is at a
premium.

8

9
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W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

I guess I am not well
enough informed to
comment

8

Areas other than W orhsip?

If money were no object?

At this time, and because
of my age, all my needs
are being met

Unfortunately, money is
an issue. Are all areas of
the church being used at
all times, or are we stuck
on a time Between 8 and
12 on Sunday mornings?
When does the church sit
empty? We still do have
a debt from the previous
building.

Sound system in 9:30
service is horrible and
we need someone
who knows how to
make everything work.
Every Sunday there
seems to be an issue

8

7

4

Other Thoughts

7

6

Somehow we need to
attract the longer
Better use of our
Come up with ways to
generation. Just after
Sunday school rooms. involve younger adults.
high school and during
college.

We need more
educational space
(room for Sunday
School Classes) to
meet. We must focus
on feeding the sheep.
If the sheep are
getting fed, they come
back and are involved
in the activities that
our church is offering.

5 OF 18

The Ooltewah
community has been
growing for years. Yet,
right now our
attendance is down.
We don't need
another Sanctuary or
Worship Center until
we are filling up what
we currently have. We
gotta focus on feeding
the sheep. People are
hungry.

Improve on the
kitchen. Make it more
Add storage space.
modern and more
space.

I think we have a
beautiful sanctuary and a
really nice worship
center. But,....we are not
filling them up. Like I
have already mentioned
we need more space so
that people can study
More Sunday School
and learn, I also think
class rooms, more
that we need an
storage.
emphasis on small
groups outside the
church campus where
people can interact with
each other, where people
can build relationships
with other people that
attend our church.

I actually think our facilities
are fine. I think that the hall
way from the sanctuary
around to the Connection
Pointe ties those two buildings
together quite nicely. We are
currently maxed out because
we are currently using about
every space available for
about everything we can use it
for. I haven't mentioned this
but our administration building
is really nice as well. We don't
need another sanctuary or
worship center, although
some folks that I have spoke
with believe this is where this
is all headed. Also, there is a
growing concern that we are
fixing to go back in debt
again, when we are not filling
up the worship areas that we
have. The area is
growing,....that is true, our
attendance is down,.....feed
the sheep.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add
74.205.142.111
23.251.76.19
23.251.82.138

End
5/17/18 8:57
5/16/18 22:06
5/15/18 16:58

Start
5/17/18 8:46
5/16/18 22:01
5/15/18 16:48

Coll ID
173575994
173575994
173575994

6880610542

Surv #

24

6880213664

23

6878662852

22

Resp #
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Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

8

Upgrade classroom
video/IT technology Add a
small chapel type venue for
prayer room, small
intimate setting, but also
like a mini-theater

9

9

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

7

9

A dedicated place for
prayer

7
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5

9

8

7

9

6

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Areas other than W orhsip?

If money were no object?

Sports field on the
lower flat area, with
Small chapel add on
an associated sports
New kitchen
program. Today, more
Complete audio visual parents are interested
improvement plans
in their children's ball
New entrance area
and soccer programs
kind of like a coffee
than they are going to
shop or cafe with
church. Let's bring
snacks and a place to them together
just hang out before somehow and move
the service starts
Christ back to the
front. Sincerely, Mike
Hand

Prayer Chapel Better
kitchen equipment Flt
screens with Apple TV,
Amazon stream
device, network, and
DVD player that are
dependable and don;t
have to move around
on carts

SIgnage closer to
Highway - maybe a
digital sign like a lot of
churches have. We
A small venue, and
could list church
classroom technology
events and actually
promote them and the
mission of the church

None

Christmas Eve last year
at 6pm was packed. A
Better signage for events,
larger building to
More space in the
it can sometimes be
accommodate those
sanctuary.
difficult to navigate.
type of uses would be
helpful.

The recovery service
would be more
effective in a more
appropriate space.

Just a guess, but
probably something
related to children and
youth. First, though,
the church should
determin needs.

6 OF 18

The kitchen area seems
to be an area where
significant
changes/improvements
could be made.

Other Thoughts

I don't think there is
anything desparately
needed. However, I
am sure
improvements would
be identified after the
review is completed.

Take the time to
prayerfully identify,
evaluate and select
options. God has been
very good to us.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add
184.174.176.145
68.169.133.33

End
5/15/18 10:33
5/15/18 6:36

Start
5/15/18 10:09
5/15/18 5:58

Coll ID
173575994
173575994

6878162782

Surv #

26

6877863973

25

Resp #
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Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

9

9

Perhaps a room - larger
than a classroom but
smaller than either of our
two worship areas - that
would accommodate
either the Recovery
worship or a large class
with more room to spread
out and use tables for notetaking, etc.

A specific room set aside
and used only for prayer.

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

7

9

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
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7

7

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

9

The most glaring I
believe was
mentioned in #2 added to that
comment could/should be
technology for that
room - i.e. a projector,
screen, & a "very"
large screen TV to
allow that room to be
truly multi-purpose
and to be used more
frequently

8

More classrooms.
Ample storage area for
small and large items
in one location. A
stand alone prayer
room or chapel.
Enlarged facilities for
children. Better
Encourage everyone to control of speeding
open their bibles and drivers using our
read scripture daily.
entry/exit roads as a
Not only on Sunday
shortcut. Video
during worship, but a surveillance of our
intentional time daily campus. Secure
to read and absorb
facilities and
God's word.
counseling for short
term guests. I.E.
Homeless, battered
mothers and children,
seeking temporary
refuge. Possibly
incorporate a thrift
shop to help fund this
project.

7 OF 18

Areas other than W orhsip?

Again, I believe the
greatest need would be a
worship area of
I don't have the #'s or appropriate size for
"stats," but, I believe Recovery, classroom
PARKING would be a issue(s) mentioned, and
concern & again the
an ideal room for
number & size of
meditation and prayer
classrooms
suitable for both
individual prayer times as
well as small/med.
groups for prayer

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

Pretty much already
covered by all previous
comments - Summary in
priority order: adequate
worship area well
equipped with technology
that doubles as a large
classroom area with
tables, etc - at least one
(preferably two)
classroom 50% larger
than any existing one well
equipped with technology,
approp. prayer room as
described above, added
parking spaces

I believe as much as it
has already been said it cannot be said
enough that the
driving force of facility
improvements is not
individual comfort and
preference but it IS
God's plan for the
future of OUMC and
the mission He calls us
to - i.e. making
disciples (discipleship /
equipping people to
become mature
Christians)

Offer one free dinner per
month for congregates
and their guests to help More classrooms,
introduce people to what more storage.
we have to offer at
OUMC.

Consider the best
way(s) to secure our
facilities and protect
people during a tragic
event. Provide a larger
coffee shop, type area
for adults and younger
people to sit and enjoy
each other's company.
Not only for Sunday,
but whenever events
are happening.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add
68.54.199.75
174.195.141.11
71.87.243.59
173.247.29.241 173.247.29.241

5/13/18 14:09
5/13/18 8:03
5/13/18 7:39

23.251.78.194

End
5/14/18 16:46

5/13/18 13:48
5/13/18 7:57
5/13/18 7:37

5/13/18 14:35

5/14/18 10:35

Start
5/14/18 16:30

173575994
173575994

32

173575994

5/13/18 14:10

5/14/18 10:32

Coll ID
173575994

6875963307

31

6875839083

173575994

30

6875832212

29

6875971938

28

173575994

Surv #

Resp #

27

9:30 service: Needs facelift
to the front entrance and
vestibule. Larger and more
welcoming.

6876580636

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

6877106687

OUMC FACILITIES SURVEY 2018 - CHURCH WIDE

7

10

8

7

10

6

nothing that I can see

Expand building into area
between connector and
sanctuary for additional
adult classrooms and/or a
Commons area.

additional facilities for
children and youth

Can’t think of any

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

7

10

8

8

8

8
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6

5

6

6

6

6

9

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

N/a

8

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Other Thoughts

Music suite, rearrange
choir loft, kitchen
remodel, narthex, new
sound system for
sanctuary.

larger classrooms for
sundae school classes,
more Sunday school
classes during the
11:00 service.

a fellowship hall
separate from the gym

Expand building into
area between
connector and
sanctuary for
additional adult
classrooms and/or a
Commons area.

Expand building into
area between
connector and
sanctuary for
additional adult
classrooms and/or a
Commons area.
Update kitchen in CLC.

Continue making
rooms useable by
multiple groups,
possibly expanding
and re-grouping rooms
for easier access.

A new building that
would meet code for a
There is a great need for 5 day pre-school / KDO
a multipurpose room or program. This would
rooms that would
free up rooms for
accommodate groups of additional SS classes.
40-70.
Some of those rooms
could become
multipurpose rooms.

At some point. I would
like to see the metal
awnings replaced by
brick, covered
walkways. This would
be aesthetics but it
would give our
campus a more stable
appearance.

I think we are doing well Choir room

Move the Watts class
closer to th front, most
of us have walking/
physical issued

7

6

Additional or reBuild facilities that
purposed facilities for
would meet code for a
additional SS classes,
5 day KDO program.
small groups and
Additional facilities for
multipurpose rooms
youth and scouting
for larger (40-60)
programs
groups meetings.

10

If money were no object?

Outdoor shelter for
gatherings, new choir
New and larger kitchen,
loft and music suite.
music suite, choir loft
Improved sound
(facing forward)
system for sanctuary
worship.

Create a gathering
area (Commons) that
could be used by
various groups for
meetings or prayer
that can be easily
accessed during the
week.

I think we are right in
line

Areas other than W orhsip?

More room for SS
classes

Update kitchen in CLC!

Covered walkway to
Sanctuary, improved
landscaping, pew
cushions

Bigger Sunday school
classrooms. Closer to
front of main doors for
us older folks

6

8 OF 18
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IP Add
74.221.181.172

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

Can’t think of one.

7

Don't lock the doors by the
drive through covering that
prevents people arriving a
little late to keep out of the
rain or have a quick access
to drop off their young
children to nursery.

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

9

8

9

8

8

8

Possibly expand the
sanctuary and Sunday
School spaces.

9

6

8

9

We need a smaller event
room for recovery and
other events with for small
groups.

9

10

10

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
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W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

It seems that you are
using and sharing your Don’t know.
facility very well.

204.93.123.135

9

W orship
Service
Space

173.247.29.127

5/11/18 17:32
5/11/18 11:05

74.221.181.172

End
5/12/18 9:42

5/11/18 16:42
5/11/18 10:56

5/12/18 9:20

Start
5/12/18 9:23

173575994

36

173575994

5/12/18 9:09

Coll ID
173575994

6875127207

173575994

Surv #

Resp #

35

6874728030

34

6875439724

33

6875450239

OUMC FACILITIES SURVEY 2018 - CHURCH WIDE

Facilities are fine,
access is a problem at
times.

Areas other than W orhsip?

I feel you are doing a
good job.

Tours of facilities for
newcomers or long time
attenders who have
nevered explored the
facilities.

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

Book store/cafe. If
money were no object, You are doing a good
start an academic
job, in my opinion.
school.
Put the aisle back in
the middle to ease
traffic flow. Open the
locked door to the kid
sis wing immediately
after the service to
allow for easier pickup
of children.

Expand and enlarge
the space for the KDO
program, add
additional Sunday
School rooms, possibly
replace the carpet tiles
between the
Possibly become
I don't have any
Sanctuary and the
prepared to be an
Add additional small additional suggestions
Connection Point, Buy Thanks for your hard
emergency disaster/
group/ Sunday School beyond what I have filled new portable walls to work. This exercise is a
cold weather shelter
space.
out in all of the other 9 use in the CLC &
good first step.
for for this part of the
boxes at the moment.
Worship Center,
community.
Remodel the CLC
kitchen , upgrade the
plumbing/ drainage in
the kitchen and CLC
bathrooms and
remodel the
bathrooms in the CLC
we need to replace
some of the damaged
round folding tables
more parking spaces
and we need better
carts for storing the
chairs

9 OF 18

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

Coll ID

Start

End

IP Add

6874152582

173575994

5/10/18 20:14

5/10/18 20:18

68.59.129.195

38

173575994

5/10/18 18:35

5/10/18 18:43
5/10/18 8:32

68.54.66.38

5/9/18 15:53

205.156.136.229 68.54.65.219

5/9/18 15:04

5/10/18 7:58
5/9/18 15:50
5/9/18 15:02

173575994
173575994

41

173575994

6873380780

40

6872661603

39

6872723445

72.161.34.4

Surv #

Resp #

37

6874097195
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Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

10

8

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

10

Not sure

9

10

8

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

8

More Sunday School
Make a plan from
rooms out of sound
scratch on how best to
range from the
use our facilities.
Worship Center.

8

8

6

6

More "Parlor type"
comfortable rooms for
small groups and
Sunday School classes We will need more
to meet in. More
parking.
Small Groups that
actually focus on
Spiritual things.

9

NA

8

8

8

NA

can't think of anything
specific

10

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Church Wide

9

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

10

A worship area that would
feel full with 50-60
worshipers present. Could
be a Chapel, or a way to
section off existing worship
center, or sanctuary, or reuse of another section.

9

Areas other than W orhsip?

10

NA

The only thing I can
think of would be
honestly additional
given the growth of
bathrooms might be
the church we need to
needed
be prepared with extra
space

10 OF 18

Start an after school
recreation program to
give kids a place to go
and play. Especially
when the weather turns
cold.

More and bigger
Pray
Sunday School rooms.

We could consider a
church wide "Adopt an
Area" effort. With a
small governing group,
New construction
We should consider using
we could encourage
chapel, with 12 more
the outdoor chapel,
people to offer
comfortable 25 person
especially for our youth.
suggestions, help fund
SS rooms.
and do the work for
their particular area,
with approval of
course.
NA

Small addition to
Children Sunday
School section.

nothing specific

bigger area for the
youth and children

NA

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add
99.122.25.152

End
5/8/18 23:21

Start
5/8/18 21:47

Surv #

Coll ID
173575994

6871731431

42

Resp #

OUMC FACILITIES SURVEY 2018 - CHURCH WIDE
Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

7

I feel an outdoor family
recreation area would
enhance community and
fellowship. It could help
with appeal to new
families visiting our
facility as well as provide
a space for families to
congregate after service
to further fellowship &
open the door for
spontaneous small
group discussions. Most
families enjoy having a
meal and fellowship
following Sunday
services. An outdoor
recreation area with
pavilion, tables,
children's play area, &
even a community
garden could be a
gathering place for many
to fellowship and bond.
Currently we have an
outdoor worship area but
i have never known of it
to be used. I think more
could be done with this
space to make it inviting
as well. Some of my
favorite services have
been outdoors because I
can't help but feel close
to Him when surrounded
by nature. I think this
could be a way to reach
outside of our walls and
take a step closer to the
community as we invite
new families to join us.

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

8

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Church Wide

7

6

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

I would like to see more
youth involvement in
services. I think that if
they participate regularly
that they will be more
invested in the service
itself. I think they could
also benefit in more small
group opportunities on
Sunday mornings. If
Sunday morning small
groups are established
then they could take on
service responsibilities
that could help keep them
accountable to each other
and the church. I think it
could help attendance,
enthusiasm, and spiritual
growth with our youth. I
would also love to see a
youth program
established for the
recovery ministry. It is an
opportunity to minister to
children who have been
"in the pits" with their
struggling parents. I think
if we have youth that find
a purpose and place in
our recovery ministry that
it will open the door to
more families discovering
what recovery is all about.
I feel we are really
missing an opportunity
with our kids by only
offering childcare on
those evenings.
Addiction, grief, & the like
are contagious illnesses
that effects the whole
family, so the kids that
come in are in need of
recovery too.

11 OF 18

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Areas other than W orhsip?

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

Solar power would be

As far as actual
building expansion, i
think a youth center
would be most
beneficial.

I think we need to hold
awesome. I suppose
ourselves accountable
after an outdoor
environmentally. I feel
currently we are a bit
family
gluttonous with some of our
garden/recreation
resources & we are setting
the wrong example. I would area, outdoor worship
like to see improvements to area, new youth
promote recycling (great
center, & investing in
youth service oppotunity), &
eco-friendly
decrease waste by using ecoproducts.... anything
friendly options whenever
possible. Our Earth was a
else would be gravy.
tremendous gift and I think
Don't get me wrong, I
we could be much better
like gravy, but can't
stewards. Ex: air dryers only
skip the biscuit. So for
in bathrooms/no paper
towels, compostable
gravy I say expand the
drinkware (could have
worship center into
compost for community
garden), no straws at all, no space that is currently
classrooms on either
plastic cutlery at all. I think
that ecological awareness
side and add a Sunday
and efforts are critical and
school/classroom wing
should be overseen by a
with a coffee house
specific person or group so
that our efforts can be
atmosphere. When
continuously reevaluated for people feel cozy and at
improvements. W hen you
home they stay longer
are thankful you say
and discuss more. I'll
thankyou, but when you're
grateful you do the dishes.... be there either way
or wash/recycle/compost the
cause its just gravy for
dishes:)

Healthy food on
Wednesday nights!
Whole foods, not
processed, no gmo.
Our body is a temple &
while I love cake, I
would rather be
inspired. What would
Jesus feed me?
Community garden
vegetables! YES! I'm
not sure if health food
would lure them like
taco night does, but I
know there must be a
better way. We
should feed our
congregation's bodies
same as their souls.

me.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

A music and fine arts
rehearsal room

9

I am not sure any one
improvement will have a
monumental change in our
facilities.

9

76.27.135.86

6

Too many oversized rooms
with many small rooms.
OUMC lacks medium size
rooms

68.42.19.125

8

96.4.231.40

173.247.11.89

74.93.40.69

End
5/8/18 14:36
5/8/18 14:06
5/7/18 16:23

5/8/18 7:58

5/8/18 18:37

Start
5/8/18 14:22
5/8/18 13:58
5/7/18 16:16

5/8/18 7:57

5/8/18 18:30

Coll ID
173575994
173575994

47

173575994

46

173575994

173575994

Surv #

6871218948

6871546813
6871260753

45

6870039625

44

6870705856

43

Resp #
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7

Expanding or building a
new children’s wing

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

8

5

5

5

8

5

10

8

8

9

6

5

7

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
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5

4

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Areas other than W orhsip?

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

Larger classrooms, and
Providing more space a space dedicated to
for our small groups, music and fine arts.
Larger classrooms, and a
and a room dedicated Our worship spaces
space dedicated to music
to music and the fine are big enough,
and the fine arts.
arts.
particularly the
Worship Center.

KDO needs more
space for their kids.
That, and did I
mention we need a
space for music and
fine arts?

Vibrant worship makes
a vibrant church.
Vibrant music and arts
makes vibrant
worship. We will only
benefit from
supporting our music
and arts ministry.

We do not need more
space, simply better
More medium size
More Mid-Size rooms
use of the space we
rooms.
have.

Take our floor plan
and review spaces not
fully used and the big
rooms that are either
inappropriate on a
daily basis and
therefore underused
under used.
Determine a way to
partition that would
make big spaces
smaller to
accommodate
smaller/medium size
rooms.

No new construction.
Also, look at the
Library in the Admin
Building.

I would hire more staff
and expand the
number of services
before I would start
building more space.

more bathrooms

Pursue family ministry
Increased space for
verses
children
adult/youth/children

12 OF 18

Increased space for
children.
Improvements in the
Outdoor gathering spaces
kitchen Making the
and recreation spaces
gym a space for youth
not a multi-purpose
space.

Better heating and
cooling regulation in
the worship center
classrooms.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Areas other than W orhsip?

If money were no object?

Church School, we should
build on the KDO program

7

6

6

8

Improve the areas for the
youth

10

5

3

More space devoted
to youth.

Youth space

Flexible space for Sunday
Specific youth space
school classes

7

the need for a music
room. We have a
strong music ministry
but right now it seems
held back by the lack
of adequate space for
rehearsal and storage

music room, updated
children's wing,
updated area for the
youth ministries. You
want to attract
families...you need to
update the two areas.

Larger classrooms, a
prayer chapel, more
wheel chair ramps for
handicap individuals.
Some of the older
congregants struggle
with accessing the
building except at a
couple of places

96.4.231.23

68.169.170.176

8

9

9

7

I think updating the
children's wing.

Larger area for small group
gatherings

More rooms for the
children ministry and
bigger updated kitchen.

7

10

7

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
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7

8

5

Larger spaces for
youth activities to take
place - not just in the
gym area. More small
group spaces away
from the
contemporary service
area in order to
promote ease in
listening to lessons
during this time of the
day.

9

5

new education
building , expanded
parking, choir room

N/A

13 OF 18

Small group and
kitchen space

Other Thoughts

greatly expanded
education and rec
areas plus better fac to
house homeless fam
for temp help

68.54.64.50

W orship
Service
Space

76.27.131.245

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

grow the KDO
program, up date
kitchen, expand the
music program

107.77.236.214

End
5/7/18 15:03
5/7/18 13:21
5/7/18 10:13

5/7/18 12:22

5/7/18 12:25

Start
5/7/18 14:51
5/7/18 13:18
5/7/18 10:05

5/7/18 12:19

5/7/18 12:18

Coll ID
173575994
173575994
173575994
173575994

52

6869696155

51

6869500026

50

173575994

Surv #

Resp #
6869927040

49

6869699693

48

6869779167

OUMC FACILITIES SURVEY 2018 - CHURCH WIDE

Music room, a
children/youth
building, redoing the
old youth and
children's rooms to
make more adult
classrooms, prayer
room

a prayer labyrinth
outside.

More space added for
choir rehearsal and
Possibly open the gym
music preparation for
areas during the week to
the traditional service.
promote more creative
Perhaps an upstairs
uses for the community
area with an enclosed
at large and our small
walking area for the
groups in particular
public to use over the
gym.

I wish we had more SS
space and updated
kitchen facilities.

New children’s
building and more of a
serving style eatery
kitchen to
accommodate the
family life center.

It would be nice if our
campus was more
cohesive. However,
when you grow and
add on it seems
everything is detached
from each other.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add
74.221.181.177
74.217.93.206
68.169.167.242

9

Other than building, I think
our facilities are excellent.

10

It is a long walk from the
parking lot into the
contemporary service for
people with issues walking.
I don't know that there is
any additional access to
the building that could help
with that.

8

Seating in the worship
center

72.161.32.239

5/7/18 6:44
5/7/18 6:25

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

8

A covered walk-way
between the main building
& admin building plus, find
a way to sound proof the
Worship Center--the band
is wonderful but loud.

68.59.128.238

End
5/7/18 9:15
5/7/18 8:49

5/7/18 6:35
5/7/18 6:22

5/7/18 8:37

Start
5/7/18 9:07
5/7/18 8:43

173575994

57

173575994

5/7/18 8:30

Coll ID
173575994
173575994

Surv #

6869270923

173575994

6869414390

56

6869258480

55

6869380559

54

6869366785

53

Resp #
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7

Children's wing

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

10

10

8

6

10

9

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Areas other than W orhsip?

5

Rooms in the
children's wing are
small and become
easily crowded.

Enlarge or build new
area for children and
youth.

6

It would be nice if the
basketball hoops
outside were fixed and
accessible. I think it
should be easier for
kids to use the
facilities.

The festivals are
getting very crowded. I
know they are a way
to get new members,
I cannot think of anything
so as an existing
member, I almost
want to stay away
because it is so
crowded.

At some point we may
look at increasing our
parking somehow.

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

Improve the
playground by adding
additional space,
equipment, and some
shade. Add a smart
board or something
similiar to children's
wing.

I think our facilities are
good and are well
maintained by church
staff. We are blessed
to have what we have.
Our facilities get used
a lot by groups other
than ourselves, so
constant maintenence
is a must.

More accessible from
the parking lot to the
worship center for
those with trouble
walking.

Have a gym that can
function as an open
gym for members as
opposed to one with
competing priorities
for all events in the
gym.

I would love to see the
metal exteriors of
buildings painted and
given a better look. I
think the light blue
metal is not the best
look.

8

More activities and
communication to
better engage the
youth

Unknown

Maybe have a
'mission'
Sunday...meaning that
1 Sunday every so
often, instead of
meeting (or in addition
to meeting) have a
project or mission for
us to do.

If you sound proof the
worship center, people
would more likely
Can't think of anything.
enjoy their SS classes
adjacent to it.

Handicapped
seating...taller & wider
& arm rests to push up
with. More SS classes.
Ball field.

Preschool area to
bring in young families

School and childcare
facility

10

8

8

9

5

5

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
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W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

14 OF 18

I don't know of any

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add
24.151.237.111 104.192.66.57 173.247.2.69
66.18.52.129
68.59.128.144

68.34.145.150

End
5/7/18 0:08
5/6/18 21:38
5/6/18 19:22
5/6/18 18:24

63

5/6/18 16:21

5/6/18 16:32

Start
5/7/18 0:05
5/6/18 21:24
5/6/18 18:57
5/6/18 18:18
5/6/18 16:20

10

5/6/18 16:01

173575994
173575994
173575994
173575994

62

173575994

8

6868840137

61

173575994

Coll ID

Surv #

6869043377
6868974450

60

6868888781

59

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

6868844755

58

6868912822

Resp #

OUMC FACILITIES SURVEY 2018 - CHURCH WIDE

9

Music rehearsal room,
prep area for worship

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

9

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

9

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

7

6

10

9

Better Kitchen in CLC

9

7

6

Parking

paint the interior of the
contemporary sanctuary
white, the black is dismal
and not conducive to
worship.

expand sunday school
Make the 11am
rooms and give the
service traditional and choir their own room,
the contemporary 9:30 silly for them to have
to dress in the hall way

9

N/A

Broadcast each Sunday
service on-line for those
who are sick or away from
home to be able to attend.

8

9

9

10

10

10

9
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8

8

Open to having a third Feel like they are
Maybe more SS rooms
service
adequate

Parking

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

Repair stain glass
window, add
choir/music prep
space for traditional
sanctuary

Perhaps larger narthex

Better hearing aid
receptacles , speakers for
hearing impaired

10

Areas other than W orhsip?

Music building for
rehearsals and practice.

Stained glass

I’m proud of our
facilities and seeing
the services full is
wonderful

New better chairs and
tables for CLC

Is there a men's club?
have not heard of it. Was
build more classrooms Over all facilities are
Pres, VP and secretary
for Sunday School and good, always can use
over a number of years in
Choir
some additional space
my last church, did a lot
for the facilities

Kitchen update.

Healthier dinner
options for
Wednesday evening
Front Porch please.

15 OF 18

Due to the church
shootings in our world
today, better secured
buildings.
Unfortunately this is
on my mind each time
we are at the facilities.

A kitchen setup to
allow cooking classes
to teach healthier
cooking on a budget;
incorporated with a
Wednesday evening
class or current
Sunday class, etc. Art
studio for people of all
ages for painting,
stained glass, etc.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP Add

7

8

Sound proofing the
worship center so that
classes outside are not
bothered.

68.169.170.176

9

HVAC. The temperature
swings. In the winter times
the classrooms are in the
50’s sometimes. Maybe a
programmable thermostat
would be a benefit if it’s
not in place already, or one
with a minimum to
maximum temperature
setting.

7

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

7

174.195.151.65

66.18.44.223

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

24.151.237.111

End
5/6/18 14:05
5/6/18 13:45
5/6/18 9:20

5/6/18 9:57

Start
5/6/18 14:03
5/6/18 13:38
5/6/18 9:11

5/6/18 9:51

Coll ID
173575994
173575994

67

173575994

173575994

Surv #

Resp #
6868771465

66

6868654535

65

6868670768

64

6868780532
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Need Choir room

7

8

9

9

8

9
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5

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Areas other than W orhsip?

8

10

8

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

new kitchen

Maybe some kind of
mapping or directions
when visitors come in.
So that if they know
Maybe parking?
what classes they’re
Outdoor lighting?
looking for they can
walk in and find signs
that would point in the
right direction.

More class room

Nothing.

Out door lighting.
More covered
entrances to get in
cars while raining.

Added classrooms and
updated furnishings in
the youth area
Music from congregants
in the contemporary
service. The band plays
from the own viewpoint,
Choir room, new
and there are amazing
piano, cry room for
singers in the
trad service.
congregation that have
no opportunity to share
their gifts. Or it seems
that way.

8

16 OF 18

None.

We have lovely
facilities.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

WRITTEN

9

8

Continue to keep various
equipment orderly, clean
and easily accessible. A
committee to look over the
entire building at least 12x/yr.

Audio-Visual - use more
audio visual techniques in
traditional service.
Upgrade.

IP Add

End

Start

70

Written

Coll ID

Surv #

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

A room that would hold 5075 people, choir, recovery
and Bible/Sunday School
rooms.

71

WRITTEN

69

WRITTEN

68

Resp #
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kitchen

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

9

8
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9

8

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

I believe the entire
kitchen area needs
revamping since it is
used by so many
groups. The old
dishwasher unused/
bulky needs removal
yesterday. A complete
re-design would be
appropriate with more
modern serving than is
presently being done.

9

My observation leads
me to think the staff is
well-organized &
cooperates with
various projects as
changes take place.
The staff seems to be
at peace with one
another and
cooperating with one
another.

8

Reach a more diverse
group by expanding
Athletic Facilities for
youth / young adults - Better and more use of
indoor and outdoor.
audio/visual tech
Draw in a different
part of the
community.
Library in
Administration
building is
underutilized.

sign on I-75
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Areas other than W orhsip?

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

Some complain that
the lighting in the
winter at night needs
1. Update kitchen I don’t know this info…&
to be brighter
many groups would
don’t need to know
especially if they are
benefit.
details. But I pray that
meeting later in the
2. Improve choir needs
each group that uses the
evening. Financially I
- music store materials
church regularly pays
would continue to
3. Instrumental
towards up-keep and
support the budget
storage - able to lock
provides for their own
and investment
up as needed.Church
needs while respecting
program. It makes
Holiday materials in
the OUMC building and
sense to have funds
one or two locations.
its leadership. That's
quickly available to fix
4. I'd like to see
very important and keeps
a door, window, a-v
stained glass repaired a balance in responsibility
equipment, AC,
I hate cracks in
& leadership.
sudden crisis
windows, pet peeve.
in/around the church
as the staff take note
of it.

Upgrade visual
attractiveness of
traditional service
facilities.

Expand Athletic
Facilities indoor and
out to promote an
alternative, attract a
different demographic
group.

Gym is a large area
underutilized.Hire a
design specialist to redesign gym and other
areas. Gym 2 rooms?
Revamp of youth areas
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OUMC FACILITIES SURVEY 2018 - CHURCH WIDE

Averages,
Summaries and
Take Aways

Facilities,
buildings,
W hat one improvement?
ministry
environments,
furnishing?

8.31
10
6
8
0
0
0
0
0
4
10
23
23
8
68

AVERAGE
MAX
MIN
MOST FREQ
RATING OF 1
RATING OF 2
RATING OF 3
RATING OF 4
RATING OF 5
RATING OF 6
RATING OF 7
RATING OF 8
RATING OF 9
RATING OF 10
Totals

W orship
Service
Space

Sunday
Children and
School Space
Youth

8.54
10
5
9
0
0
0
0
1
1
11
19
21
16
69

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Church Wide

7.26
10
4
8
0
0
0
2
11
12
10
17
7
9
68

W ith our Mission, Vision
and Strategic - what
improvements?

W ith Trends and
Projections, what
Facilities Improvements?

Areas other than W orhsip?

If money were no object?

Other Thoughts

7.50
10
3
8
0
0
2
1
6
11
8
18
11
9
66
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